Of faces and bodies:
Functional specialization in the visual cortex

15:00  JÜRGEN KAUFMANN
Department for General Psychology and Cognitive Neuroscience /  
DFG Research Unit Person Perception, Friedrich Schiller University, Jena, Germany
Processing identity information in familiar and unfamiliar faces

16:00  MARIUS PEELEN
Center for Mind/Brain Sciences (CIMeC), University of Trento, Rovereto, Italy
Neural mechanisms of person perception

17:00  Coffee break

17:15  GUDRUN SCHWARZER
Department of Developmental Psychology, Justus-Liebig-University Giessen, Germany
Processing of faces in children

Hosts:
Boris SUCHAN,  
Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience, Department of Neuropsychology /  
Sarah WEIGELT,  
Department of Developmental Neuropsychology, Ruhr-University Bochum

Guests are welcome!